
 

 

Invasive Plant Patrol - 2020 
(Lynn Girifalco) 

 
A Shout-out to all Invasive Plant Patrollers! 
 
We are all aware of the threats that invasive species present to our lakes. Our Courtesy 
Boat Inspection (CBI) program on Lake Pennesseewassee gives us partial protection 
against invasives carried by visiting boats. To increase protection on all of Norway’s 
lakes, LAON began its Invasive Plant Patrol (IPP) program in 2019. 
 
We organized two teams, one on North Pond the other on Lake Pennesseewassee. The 
teams were made up of volunteers who attended our trainings sessions, called “Plant 
Paddles,” where samples were collected and a process followed to determine if a plant 
is invasive. We sectored the lakes and boaters selected areas they would patrol. Our 
teams and the IPP sectors are shown below. 
 
We did an official survey in the first week of September and, fortunately, did not find 
any suspicious plants. While IPP can’t prevent an invasive from entering a lake, it does 
serve as an early warning system to find a problem in its beginning stages, so solutions 
are more manageable. 
 
Invasive Plant Patrols are an excellent way to have many “eyes on the lake.” We could 
use more volunteers to more fully cover Lake Pennesseewassee and North Pond, and 
expand to Hobbs Pond and Sand Pond. Hopefully we can have a Plant Paddle this 
summer for training on how to identify invasives. 
 
If you like to go out on the lake and would like to help keep invasives out, please let us 
know at norwaylaon@gmail.com. 
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Lake Pennesseewassee IPP Sectors 
 

 


